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Built by CISOs and board members, MTM helps leaders understand, manage, 
visualize, and strengthen their security posture based on risk exposure from gaps in 
their cybersecurity program. MTM is a software-as-a-service tool that provides CIOs, 
CFOs, CISOs, and other stakeholders quick insight into quantitative measurements, 
which provide useful metrics and defensible investment decisions. 
 
MTM quickly models information security risk to an organization’s actual profile 
versus sector peers using industry standard frameworks such as NIST, CSF and MITRE.

 
MTM is available FREE to members of the Consortium X Solution 
Intelligence eXchange, which is your portal to the truth about the IT, 
physical, and cybersecurity products you are evaluating today.

In order to make informed decisions regarding cybersecurity risk, organizational 
leaders need access to the metrics that truly matter. Metrics help a company effectively 
manage risk and provide decision makers the appropriate context and clarification on 
where to channel their spend.

The MTM Metrics Summary 
articulates the potential monetary 

loss to your company based on 
the threats uncovered with our 

assessment.



CMTM Key Benefits 
 
 
Assists with assessment of controls to align with industry standard frameworks

 Centralizes control assessments for CSF statements, Top 10 Threat Categories and over  
200+ common attack threat classifications

 
Helps with organizational reporting, investment decisions, and multiple program 
enhancements

 Focuses investment on actual threat sources through an understanding of event severity 
and potential impact 

 Estimates loss probability due to threat event occurrences captured in the survey
 
Provides a portal and dashboard to allow your team to view their security maturity trending, 
understand control change impacts to your framework and ultimately blind industry 
benchmarks for comparisons

Our MTM Threat Metrics provides 
an easy-to-read visual chart, 
which shows you all the threats 
you have coverage on along with 
you all threats you don’t have 
coverage on.



Scoring and Risk Scales 
 
 
Product Maturity Scores  

Product Maturity Scores are mapped according to defined selections in the survey with 
coded levels to easily and quickly prioritize gaps.
 
Risk Scales 
Risk scales estimate loss probability due to threat event occurrences captured in the survey. 
The estimations are based on industry research, loss aggregated data and Likert Scales.
 
Scenario Analysis 
Use the tool to model different scenarios including: 

 Threat community, probability factors
 Product rated scores
 Vertical peer product ratings

Our MTM NIST Metrics provides 
subscribers with complete NIST 
CSF mapping and controls that 
associate the mapping.
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THE CONSORTIUM 
DIFFERENCE

Consortium Networks is committed to providing businesses with the most relevant, 
up-to-date technology information, with a focus on cybersecurity. By connecting 
technology customers, vendors, and experts, we strive to be the go-to resource 
for guidance regarding all of your IT requirements. We are the first organization 
dedicated to providing real-world feedback and data on solutions in operation in 
production environments at peer organizations.

Contact Us Today! 
Take advantage of MTM and receive a risk-based, quantitative 
analysis of information security risk modeled on an  
organization’s actual controls and probable risks.

MTM Can Help You  
Show Measurable Results 

 Help with organizational reporting, 
investment decisions and multiple 
program enhancements 

 Guide actual product maturity scores and 
peer industry benchmarks 

 Estimate loss probability due to threat event 
occurrences captured in the survey


